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INTENTION

W

hen you have the
courage to shape
your life from the
essence of who you are,
you ignite, becoming truly
alive. This requires letting
go of everything that is
inauthentic. But how can
you even know your truth
unless you slow down, in
your own quiet company?
When the inner walls to
your soul are graffitied with
advertisements, commercials,
and the opinions of everyone
who has ever known and
labeled you, turning inwards
requires nothing less than a
major clean-up.

from Dawna Markova in Soul Matters

The Madison Unitarian volunteer editorial team:
Lari Fanlund and Hannah Lee

FROM THE
MINISTERS
Rev. Kelly J. Crocker, Co-Senior Minister

M

artin Buber tells the story of the
great Hasidic Rabbi Zusya: On
his deathbed, he began to cry
uncontrollably, and his students and disciples
tried hard to comfort him. They asked him,
“Rabbi, why do you weep? You are almost as
wise as Moses, you are almost as hospitable
as Abraham, and surely heaven will judge you
favorably.”

of a congregation. Some have experienced
tragedy and need to know they are not alone.
Others are carrying a joy they would like
to spread. Many couldn't name the reason
if you asked. And all of them? All of them
are there because at some level they want
to be changed. Not changed into someone
different but transformed into who they
know they can be and are called to be in this
Zusya answered them: “It is true. When I life. You, dear preacher, are there week after
get to heaven, I won’t worry so much if God week to remind them who that is.”
asks me, ‘Zusya, why were you not more I remember thinking this was a lot of pressure,
like Abraham?’ or ‘Zusya, why were you not and over the past years with you, I have come
more like Moses?’ I know I would be able to to see this differently. Yes, the messages Kelly
answer these questions. But what will I say and I craft each week hopefully cause you to
when God asks me, ‘Zusya, why were you reflect on your intentions and what matters
not more like Zusya?'"
in your life. And, perhaps more importantly, I
This newsletter arrives at the beginning of a have witnessed you doing this work together.
new year—a time usually marked by making Through your care for one another, I have
resolutions and wondering how long they watched you call on one another, encouraging
will last. As I ponder the difference between each other to take chances, making mistakes,
setting a resolution and living with intention, and trying again and again to listen to that
I appreciate UU Religious Educator Katie inner voice. It is a beautiful and unique form
Covey's distinction, “Intention is different of communal care—a distinct way of caring
from setting goals or resolutions in that that touches hearts and awakens souls,
it ‘pulls us into’ who we truly are. Goals reminding us of who we are and how we want
to live. The pandemic has shown us the need
and resolutions ‘push us out’ into future
possibilities. To set intentions, we must listen for this communal care. You have responded
to our inner voice which tells us who we truly by reaching out, stepping up, and connecting
in ways small and large to invite one another
are.”
into the fullness of our lives.
Katie’s distinction echoes the story of Zusya.
When we set an intention, we attempt to This month, as we explore living with
intention, I encourage you to continue
uncover who we truly are and how we want
doing this work and to pre-emptively ask the
to live out our days inspired by that deep
question of Zusya—how shall we live together
knowing. I remember my preaching professor
in seminary who reminded us, “There are and encourage one another to be more fully
our best selves?
all kinds of reasons people enter the doors
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LEARNING
TO LISTEN
Dorit Bergen, FUS Member & Lay Minister

have been a lay minister here at FUS for
many years. It is one way I respond to the
question posed by Rev. Kelly C., "How
shall we live together and encourage one
another to be more fully our best selves?"
Being part of our ministry of care to and
among each other is one way I remember
who I am, and how I want to be in this world
and in community with all of you.
A person learns many new things about
themselves when serving as a lay minister.
Perhaps the two most important things I have
learned are that people have their own inner
wisdom and that the most helpful thing I can
do is listen with careful attention and without
judgment. I have heard it described as the
act of holding the space so the person's
inner wisdom can rise up in their awareness.
As Parker Palmer writes, "One of the hardest
things we must do sometimes is to be present
to another person's pain without trying to 'fix'
it, to simply stand respectfully at the edge of
that person's mystery and misery."

concerns and arriving with their own answers.
It used to surprise me when afterward, I
would be thanked for how helpful I had been.
I would want to say, "Don't you know that I
said virtually nothing, that you came up with
your own ideas of how to move ahead?" But
I've realized that being an attentive, nonjudgmental listener is precisely the support
they need. It's what I need most for myself
when I'm confronting problems. I'm not
always able to offer that quality of listening,
as I'm often tempted to fix and advise, and
sometimes I give in. But when I can keep my
mouth shut and my ears open, it ends up
being a gift to us both.
We all have moments in our lives when we
can use support and a listening ear as we
each discover who we are and how we want
to live in this world. If a lay minister can be
a supportive presence in your life, please
contact us at layministry@fusmadison.org or
(608) 233-9774, x. 126.

Without question, the most satisfying
interactions I've had as a lay minister is when
I've witnessed a person talking through their
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INTENTI ON &
COMMUNIT Y

A

Janet Swanson, Director of Membership & Adult Programs
& Cheryll Mellenthin, Project Coordinator

s the new year arrives and the push
toward resolutions and new goals
shouts at us, how might life look if
we paused and decided to be intentional
in the lives we lead, both individually and
collectively?

our comfort zone, we ask ourselves how we
can be more connected, more engaged with
our values leading us in life-changing action.

Intentional living is rooted in meaningful
purpose. We base our lives on our deepest
values when we live with intention. If we
are honest and accepting of ourselves,
and pausing to see where we are now, we
can move into a more intentional way of
being together—respecting our differences,
recognizing our challenges, and becoming
fully present to one another in all the joy, and
messiness, that is community life.

to you and how it impacts your life. How
do you choose to “show up?" FUS is a living
entity, a community, held together by your
participation, commitment, passion, and
love.

Often, when we consider engagement, we
speak of time, talent, treasure. We ask you
to consider your gifts and what you bring
How might it feel to slow down as a faith to this community: financial resources, the
community, befriend who we are, and skills you choose to share, and the energy
choose to create a life of deeper reflection, you have to give. Yet, it is all this and so much
discernment, and intention? And how more.
might we live into this, together, as a faith This month, we invite you to spend time
community?
discerning what this faith community means

Then, connect with what you love about our
community. Be intentional in reaching out,
sharing your enthusiasm with others, and
recognizing that these words and actions
matter. Deeply listen to one another’s
As we live with intention, aligning what matters stories. Remember, it is with intention that
most to us with our actions, we deepen and love, wisdom, and creativity bring forth the
grow as a congregation. This is how we live beloved community.
into community life. Learning to live beyond

“INTENTIONS ARE A RO OT SYSTEM.”
-MARY ANNE RADMACHER
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I N T E N T I O N S & T RUST
by Amy Lloyd

Today I want to greet joy
Without a trace of suspicion
I want to open my eyes to the light
Without a blink of dread
I want to look at my past
Without a whisper of shame
I want to look at my future
Without a hint of fear
Today I want to dance
Without pausing to think
I want to belly laugh
Without caring who hears
I want to open my arms
and twirl in the sun
Until I fall breathless
free to be myself
full of the joy
that I open to allow
completely letting go
Without even a smudge of suspicion
or a wink of hesitation
That’s my intention
It’s what I want.
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A HEALTHY
CON GREGATI ON
Members of the FUS Healthy Congregation Team

T

he Healthy Congregation Team (HCT),
having accepted its charge from the
FUS Board of Trustees, began meeting
in October 2021. The initial members are
Barb Avery, Becky Burns, Rob Savage, Roz
Woodward, Ann Schaffer (Board of Trustees
liaison), and Kelly Crocker (Co-Senior
Minister).
We are excited to begin our work as we
each believe in this team’s charge to
help the congregation remain a healthy
community grounded in direct, honest, and
caring communication in an atmosphere of
openness, trust, and respect. We believe
conflict can be addressed and resolved
constructively, in keeping with our UU
Principles. We are committed to the safety and
well-being of all our members and attendees.
Guided by the Relational Covenant, the HCT
provides a consistent and supportive option
when conflict arises. (Click here to watch
Rev. Roger Bertschausen's sermon on the
importance of covenant.)
Perhaps you are thinking, conflict at FUS?
Never! We are fortunate that it is rare in
our congregation, but it does surface from
time to time. Some conflicts impact the
entire congregation, and other conflicts
may be between members, like a discussion
during coffee hour that puts a person in an
uncomfortable situation. Perhaps members
have a difference of opinions about the
maintenance of the building. Parents may
have concerns about supporting the needs of
all children. These points of contention can
potentially cause rupture or harm between
and among us.
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As a congregation, we want to be strong in the
broken places. Having a consistent approach
to addressing conflict when needed helps
us do this. Our approach has five steps. It
begins with a period of self-reflection for the
people involved to help them gain clarity and
decide if the issue needs further attention.
Naturally, the next step is to talk directly with
the other person. Sometimes that is possible,
but not always. If the conflict still exists, then
a member of the HCT will assist by facilitating
a discussion with all parties involved. If more
support is needed, then multiple members
of the HCT will mediate the conversation. If
the conflict affects the entire congregation,
we will facilitate a comprehensive support
process.

This team and process do not affect our
ongoing healthy debate of ideas, philosophies,
or beliefs; after all, that’s the core of our
existence. As we work to create our presence
on the website if you have questions or
want to contact a member of the Healthy
Congregation Team, feel free to email us at
healthycongregation@fusmadison.org.

RELATIONAL COVENANT OF
THE FIRST UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF MADISON
Within our commitment to journeying toward spiritual wholeness by working to build a
diverse, multicultural space, we form this covenant. We seek to create a brave space, a
space to celebrate each person’s unique abilities, a space to grow and build a bond between
our selves and each other; a joyful and compassionate space. When issues arise and this
covenant is called upon, it is important to trust foremost that everyone is doing their best.
The Spirit With Which We Approach One Another
Make a choice to remain in relationship, in good faith, over and over again even as we
disappoint.
Assume and remember that all have the best interest of the congregation at heart.
Maintain open and generous minds and hearts.
Practice radical hospitality, welcome, and inclusion.
Support equity, diversity, and involvement of all.
Relinquish the need to be right; lots of roads lead to the same end.
Communication
Practice direct communication. Focus on the problem/behavior, not the person.
Listen deeply. Make “I” statements. Seek to understand before responding.
Accept that conflicts are inevitable.
Participate appropriately; act or yield as needed.
Personal Responsibility
Take responsibility to acquaint ourselves with FUS; support FUS financially and
volunteer when possible toward the good of the community.
Accept skilled help when we cannot reach an agreement or reconciliation.
Strive to balance individual needs with the well-being of the community as a whole.
Consider our personal role in an issue before seeking solutions elsewhere.
Appreciation for Staff and Volunteers
Provide clear expectations, transparent lines of communication, and steadfast love
and support for the leadership within our congregation.
Cultivate an attitude of gratitude for the contributions of all.
Final draft approved by Relational Covenant Task Force on June 1, 2021.
This document is subject to change when deemed necessary.
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COMMUNITY INFORMATION
WHEEL OF LIFE

With heavy hearts, we share news of the passing of Linda Kotoski on December 6. Linda
was a long-time member of our Society Choir, and we will miss her warm and generous
spirit and her engaging and welcoming smile. We send our love to her husband, Jim, and
all their family.
Rohan Devasher Smiley entered our world on Saturday, December 11, in New Hampshire.
He joins big sister Anika (2 ¼) and mother Madhavi and father Will. Grandmother Ann
Smiley is eager to hold him on Christmas Day.

WISDOM TRAINING WITH MOSES

The national Sentencing Project released a report last October showing that Wisconsin
incarcerates 1 out of every 36 black adults, far above the national average of 1 out of 81.
While only 6% of our state population identifies as African American, they make up 42%
of the state prison population. The incarceration rate for African Americans is 12 times
the rate for white adults. Clearly, Wisconsin is failing in its treatment of people of color.
WISDOM is a state-wide organization made up of 11 regional affiliates (including MOSES)
concerned about racial equity and ending mass incarceration, among other issues.
WISDOM will offer a free 5-week training program via Zoom on Thursdays, 6:30 pm–8
pm, from January 27 to February 24. People can learn about the criminal legal system
and some of the many ways we can impact it. Issues to be covered include: treatment
alternatives and diversions, revocations/extended supervision, solitary confinement,
earned release programs, alcohol/drug and mental health treatment courts, closing
prisons, and changing “truth in sentencing” laws.
More details coming to you in the January issue of Forward. Contact: Kathy Luker, Chair
FUS MOSES Ministry Team: kathy.luker@gmail.com.

THANK YOU, FUS!

Thanks to all who participated in our Cabaret Winterfest event! We were thrilled to see
nearly 175 of you in person as you gathered together for crafts, decorating, bidding,
sharing a meal, and fellowship. And thanks to the many more of you who sponsored our
event, donated gifts or food items to local community partners, and donated items for
our auction.
A special note of thanks to our incredible volunteer team who planned, prepared, and set
up for this community fundraiser. It would have been impossible without you!
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BLACK HISTORY COURSE AT FUS

Join the many FUS members who have already attended the Justified Anger course,
“Black History for a New Day.”
“It often seems as though Black and White Americans live in separate worlds of experience
and understanding. Unless we can bridge those gaps, it will be hard for us to work together
to build a better Madison, a better country, and a better world,” notes Dr. Alex Gee,
whose Nehemiah Center runs the Black history class.
This 10-week course is an excellent way to learn about African American experiences
and talk with others about the lessons as you move through the curriculum. Due to the
high interest from FUS members in the past, we have offered our own sections of this
course where we can build understanding while also strengthening connections in our
community.

The spring session runs from February 7 to April 11, 2022. The registration deadline
is January 19, 2022. If you are interested in attending this course and processing the
content with other members of our congregation, please fill out this form: https://forms.
gle/vroo6ZXGd9R1VnSK8, or email Susan Koenig, sbkoenig@sbcglobal.net. The course
costs $300. Our FUS Racial Justice Ministry Team has funds to assist if it is a deterrent
to attending this amazing class. For more information about the course, visit https://
nehemiah.org/blackhistorycourse.

TREES FOR TOMORROW

This family-friendly ski weekend is back for February 11-13, 2022. Trees for Tomorrow is
an outdoor education center in Eagle River, WI, near many X-C ski trails. Traditionally,
FUS members gather for a weekend of skiing, snowshoeing, and conviviality at this rustic
outdoor center. Accommodations include individual rooms with bunk beds for each
family unit, a common bathroom down the hall, and meals in the cafeteria. Please be
aware during this Covid pandemic that we will be sharing many common areas. Covid
vaccinations are required. Registration is open until January 6. The cost for youth ages
5-12 is $110 and $150 for those over 12. Mary Savage is organizing this trip. Contact her
at marypsavage@att.net if you have questions. Click here to register.
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A MONTH OF SERVICES
Online Service on Sundays @ 11 am • www.fusmadison.org
In-person worship services are suspended starting January 8 & 9.
Read more about this tempoary change at www.fusmadison.org/coronavirus.

JANUARY 2 @ 10 AM*

A YEAR OF CONNECTION

with Rev. Monica Kling-Garcia, Guest Preacher
As we enter into a new year, the annual period of “New Year’s Resolutions” is upon us.
While the idea of setting intentions for the year isn’t a bad one, are we focusing on what’s
important—or who is important—when we set our resolutions? Join us as we imagine what
our lives and our world could be if we emphasize relationships in 2022.
Rev. Monica Kling-Garcia (they/them) currently serves as a Chaplain Resident at
UnityPoint-Meriter Hospital in Madison. As a chaplain, Rev. Monica’s theology emphasizes
relationships and storytelling with their patients. When not in the hospital, you can
find Rev. Monica enjoying a good movie or video game with their husband, Logan, and
energetic cat, Yen.
*Only one service will be offered in person and online this weekend on Sunday, January
2, at 10 am. Join us for a virtual coffee hour online @ 11 am.

JANUARY 9 @ 11 AM

LET GO

with Rev. Kelly Asprooth-Jackson, Co-Senior Minister

The great James Baldwin once wrote that “love takes off the masks that we fear we
cannot live without and know we cannot live within.” As we consider this month what
living with intention means, join us for a service devoted to dispelling the illusions we
carry about ourselves, and particularly the importance of such fearless self-scrutiny in
the work of racial justice.
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JANUARY 16 @ 11 AM

CELEBRATING THE LIFE & DREAM OF
REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

with The King Coalition

The King Coalition, which annually organizes events celebrating MLK Day and Juneteenth,
will present its interfaith MLK worship celebration again this year. FUS will join other
area congregations in making their celebration our service for the weekend, and FUS is
honored to serve again as the host site for filming most of the service.

JANUARY 23 @ 11 AM

WHO WE ARE WHEN NOBODY’S WATCHING

with Rev. Kelly Asprooth-Jackson, Co-Senior Minister

There are many reasons to act good—to gain the approval of those we respect, the
acceptance of those we wish to connect with, or to enjoy a reputation others will respect
or connect with. But these are all quite different from reasons to be good—not simply
to seem, but to be so—or at least to strive toward that goal, whatever the costs. In this
service, we will explore a question leveled at our Universalist ancestors from the very
beginning: why, without fear of divine punishment, ought any of us to be good?

JANUARY 30 @ 11 AM

LIVING IN BRAVE SPACE

with Rev. Kelly J. Crocker, Co-Senior Minister
Our FUS Relational Covenant states, “We seek to create a brave space, a space to celebrate
each person’s unique abilities, a space to grow and build a bond between ourselves and
each other; a joyful and compassionate space.” This is a beautiful aspirational vision of
how we would like to be in community and will take great intention and care to make it
real in our daily living together. How do we create such a space, and what do we need to
do to care and nurture it in the days to come?
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CONTACT US
STAFF LEADERSHIP TEAM

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Rev. Kelly J. Crocker, Co-Senior Minister
kellyc@fusmadison.org x.112

Alyssa Ryanjoy, President

Rev. Kelly Asprooth-Jackson, Co-Senior Minister
kellyaj@fusmadison.org x. 113

Emily Cusic Putnam

Monica Nolan, Executive Director
monican@fusmadison.org x. 115

PROGRAM STAFF

Janet Swanson, Director Membership & Adult Programs
janets@fusmadison.org x. 124
Leslie Ross, Director Children’s Religious Exploration
leslier@fusmadison.org x. 119
Tim Cordon, Social Justice Coordinator
timc@fusmadison.org x. 125

MUSIC STAFF

Dr. Drew Collins, Music Director
drewc@fusmadison.org x. 121

Lorna Aaronson
Tom Dulmage
John McGevna, Secretary
Ann Schaffer
Creal Zearing

LAY MINISTERS

Our lay ministers provide a confidential,
caring presence to congregants undergoing
stressful life challenges or joyous occasions.
Under the guidance of our called ministers,
they promote the spirit of community
through direct service in visiting the ill and
healing, facilitating support groups, and
more.
Contact a lay minister at 608.233.9774 x. 126

Heather Thorpe, Children & Youth Choir Director

thorpeh2@gmail.com

Linda Warren, Assistant Music Director

linda.warren@tds.net

OPERATIONAL STAFF

Cheryll Mellenthin, Project Coordinator
cheryllm@fusmadison.org x. 130
Tom Miskelly, Facilities Manager
tomm@fusmadison.org x. 120

FUS MADISON
900 University Bay Drive
Madison, WI 53705
608.233.9774
www.fusmadison.org

Dan Carnes, A/V & Event Specialist

danc@fusmadison.org

Steven Gregorius, Event Specialist
Brittany Crawford, Communications Director
brittanyc@fusmadison.org x. 117

@fusmadison

ALL OF WHO YOU ARE IS CELEBRATED HERE

